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Abstract: With the huge quantity of information which is available on internet that makes it challenging for providers to make such relevant information available to users in a fast and personalized manner. One way to tackle with this challenging issue is to use a recommendation technique, which can make visitors to discover further offerings. Web usage mining is the key process of extracting knowledge of user access pattern from web servers. This paper presents the combination of the classification and clustering techniques to predict user future movements.
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1. Introduction

When we relate data mining to the web data then it is known as web mining. Web mining gains its importance with the increasing amount of web information that is becoming much larger day by day. It focuses on the web page link structure, their content and their usage. Web mining is the process of discovering useful information from the web data. The web mining field encompasses a wide array of issues, primarily aimed at delivering actionable knowledge from the web, and includes researchers from information retrieval database technologies, and artificial intelligence. Web mining can be defined by two ways. The very first, known as Web Content mining which is related to the procedure of information discovery from resources across the WWW. Second one, known as web usage mining, the process of mining user browsing access patterns. Web mining is the significance of data mining techniques to mine knowledge from web data, i.e. web content, web structure, and web usage data mining. Web content mining extracts or mines useful information or knowledge’s from web page contents. WSM aims to discover useful knowledge from hyperlinks, which represent the structure of the Web. Hyperlink is a link that exists in a web page and refers to another region in the same web page or another web page. Finally, web usage mining, also acknowledged as Web Log Mining, aims to capture and model behavioral patterns and profiles of users who interact with a web site.

2. Fundamental of WUM

WUM be able to be described as the finding along with study of user access patterns, through the log files and related data from the Web site. It defines what users are searching on internet. WUM applies data mining procedures to analyze user access of web sites. As with any KDD (knowledge discovery and data mining) process, it contains three main steps:

- Pre-processing
- Pattern discovery
- Pattern analysis

a. Preprocessing

It is generally used as groundwork of data mining practice. The preprocessing task within the WUM process involves cleaning and structuring data to prepare it for the pattern discovery task. It can be classified into three parts: Usage preprocessing, Content preprocessing and Structure preprocessing.

b. Pattern Discovery

In this, WUM can be able to unearth patterns in server logs and carried out only on samples of data. Interpretation and evaluation of results be done on samples of data. The various pattern discovery methods are; Statistical Analysis, Association Rules, Clustering, Classification, Sequential Patterns, and Dependency Modelling.

c. Pattern Analysis

The requirement behind analysis is to sort out irrelevant data or patterns from the data sets which are found in the pattern discovery stage. Most frequent type of analysis contains a query mechanism like SQL etc. Both content as well as structure information could be used to filter patterns containing pages that match a certain hyperlink structure.
3. Web Log

Web data can be stored in log file. Once web data is obtained, it might be combined with other databases, in which the techniques are implemented. Log files contain information about User Name, IP Address, Time Stamp, Access Request, number of Bytes Transferred, Result Status, URL that Referred and User Agent. By analyzing these log files gives a neat idea about the user. A Web log is a file to which the Web server writes information each time a user requests a website from that particular server. A log file can be located in three different places:

- Web Servers
- Web proxy Servers
- Client browsers

The most popular log file formats are the Common Log Format (CLF) and the extended CLF. A common log format file is created by the web server to keep track of the requests that occur on a web site. A standard log file has the following format.

4. Classification

The main objective of Predicting User navigation patterns using Clustering and Classification from web log data is to predict user navigation patterns using knowledge from the classification process that identifies potential users from web log data and a clustering process that groups potential users with similar interest and using the results of classification and clustering, predict future user requests.

5. Clustering

Clustering aims at dividing the data set into groups where the inter-cluster similarities are minimized while the similarities within each cluster are maximized. Clustering Web sessions can be achieved through page clustering or user clustering. Web page clustering is performed by grouping pages having similar content. Page clustering can be simple if the Web site is structured hierarchically. In this case, clustering is obtained by choosing a higher level of the tree structure of the Web site.

Central clustering algorithms are often more efficient than similarity-based clustering algorithms. We choose centroid -based clustering over similarity-based clustering. We could not efficiently get a desired number of clusters, e.g., 100 as set by users. Similarity-based algorithms usually have a complexity of at least O (N2) (for computing the data pair wise proximity measures), where N is the number of data instances. Web sessions are first identified and grouped according to functionality and using meaningful features. Then, the Web sessions are grouped into a number of categories. K-means clustering algorithm is based on Web session categories identified and is carried out according to some distance metrics.

A. Simple k-means

The K-Means algorithm is one of the partitioning clustering algorithms. It is based on distance, unconfirmed and partition based. K- Means clustering algorithm is the simplest and most commonly used clustering algorithm, especially with large data sets. It involves following steps:

- Define a set of data sets
- Define total number of clusters (k).
- Arbitrary allocate a number of items to each cluster.

The objective function is

\[ \text{min} \sum_{h=1}^{k} \sum_{x \in X_h} |x - \mu_h|^2 \] where \( x \in X_h \)

The complexity of this algorithm is \( O(n^{kd+1} \log n) \). Here k and d are fixed where n is no. of clustered. This algorithm repeatedly performs the following steps:

1. Compute mean vector from all items in each cluster.
2. Relocate the items whose midpoint is nearby.

This algorithm creates first random cluster for that it runs different times and each time it starts from a different point and computes different results. All the clusters are compared using the distances within clusters and the least sum of distances is considered, as a result, K-means algorithm deals with the total number of clusters (k), the total number of runs and the distance measured. Output defines total number of clusters with actual number of items in each cluster. Distance measured between all data sets in each cluster plays a crucial role in the clusters. Here, we used Euclidean distance:

\[ \text{Distance} = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{d} (x_i - y_i)^2} \]
Euclidean\((x,y) = \sqrt{\sum (x_i - y_i)^2}\)

It defines the actual arithmetical distance.

This paper presents combining approach of classification and clustering using the weka tool. We defined \(k=5\) (number of clusters). Basically, K-means algorithm is totally related to how clusters are primarily created. It is always needed to use different values or parameters and calculate the results.

K-means clustering process

The result demonstrates that each cluster as well as total number and fraction of instances allocated to different clusters. The midpoints of clusters are the mean factor for each cluster (so, each cluster value in the cluster represents the mean value). Therefore, centroids could be used to differentiate the clusters.

Clustering results provide with various forms of knowledge extracted from the log data. These include number of visits made to a single webpage, webpage traffic, most frequently viewed page and navigation behavior of the users. The web log data contained 20 unique web pages which are assigned codes for clarity. The performance of the prediction engine was evaluated using three performance parameters, namely, accuracy, coverage and F1 Measure. The navigation patterns are identified from the clusters generated from the previous step and each pattern is divided into two sets. The first set is used for generating prediction and the second set is used to evaluate the predictions.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a usage navigation pattern prediction system was presented. The system consists of four stages. The main objective of the proposed system is to predict user navigation patterns using knowledge from (i) a Classification process that identifies potential users from web log data and (ii) a clustering process that groups potential users with similar interest and (iii) Using the results of classification and clustering, predict future user requests. The result was then segmented to identify potential users. From the potential user, a clustering algorithm was used to discover the navigation pattern. The experimental results prove that the proposed amalgamation of techniques is efficient both in terms of clustering and classification. In future, the proposed work will be compared with existing systems to analyze its performance efficient. Plans in the direction of using association rules for prediction engine are also under consideration.
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